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We believe that trout
and salmon fishing
isn't just fishing for
trout and salmon. It's
fishing for sport rather
than food, where the
true enjoyment of the
sport lies in the
challenge, the lore, the
battle of wits, not
necessarily the full
creel. It's the feeling
of satisfaction that
comes from limiting
your kill instead of
killing your limit. It's
communing with
nature where the chief
reward is a refreshed
body and a contented
soul, where a license is
a permit to use not
abuse, to enjoy not
destroy our cold water
fishery. It's
subscribing to the
proposition that what's
good for trout and
salmon is good for the
fisherman and that
managing trout and
salmon for themselves
rather than the
fisherman is
fundamental to the
solution of our trout
and salmon problems.
It's appreciating our
fishery resource,
respecting fellow
anglers and giving
serious thought to
tomorrow.

Chris Visco
Salmon Without Rivers:
How Humans Have Transformed A Species
Happy New Year everyone! While I was preparing to
write this article I looked back on articles from previous
years and saw that I had mentioned that “winter is
almost over and trout season is getting closer.” Not so for this year! Unfortunately I now
must remark that it’s only the end of January and trout season seems to be quite far off in
the future. We even had to reschedule our January chapter meeting due to a snow storm. I
can’t really recall when that happened before. What a winter!!
Of course the Somerset Fly Fishing show arrived just in time to help alleviate this year’s
winter blues. This show really gets you in the mood to get out on the water. I’m sure a
good many of you added some new “stuff” to your collection of fly fishing toys.
Many thanks go out to our January speaker, Aaron Jasper, for his fine presentation on
“Fishing Tail Waters”, and for rolling with the punches that Mother Nature threw at us by
reshuffling his schedule so that he was able to appear at our rescheduled meeting on
January 28. Aaron was also kind enough to present the chapter with a set of his DVDS to
be used as a prize at our Dinner Dance and Auction Fundraiser Event on March 7.
Speaking about the LITU Dinner Dance and Auction Fundraiser Event… the invitations
are in the mail and the donations have started coming in. Keyword: DONATIONS. Please
get out there and get donations. The more donations brought in, the more funds raised.
Also don’t forget to send back your response as quickly as possible.
Bob Lutz rolled out the sign-up sheet at our meeting for the LITU Early Spring Outing to
the Esopus River on April 25-27. There are only 12 openings and about 7 have been filled
already. So if you are interested in going please hurry up and contact Bob Lutz @ 516473-9910 or @ rflelectric@gmail.com.
Please make it a point to be at our February chapter meeting to hear Chris Visco’s
presentation on Salmon without Rivers: How Humans Have Transformed a Species. Chris
is an extremely knowledgeable and engaging speaker.
Congrats go out to LITU member Tom McCoy for successfully getting his book “How to
Fly Fish for Trout” to print. I’m currently in hard negotiations with Tom (he’s now a
“celebrity author”) for him to make an appearance at our February LITU Chapter meeting.
Knowing the gentlemen that Tom is I’m sure that he would be glad to autograph copies of
his book sold that evening.
Have a happy Valentine’s Day. Don’t forget to get a special gift for your significant other,
or you might have to return that new rod that you just bought at the Somerset show.
Peter Harris
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Once again, Mission Accomplished!
I’m back from the Fly Fishing Show at Somerset with
money still in my pocket, and still married!
I went to the show wanting to limit my spending this
year. After all, I figured just HOW MANY rods and
reels could I actually use? And, what other fly fishing
paraphernalia do I REALLY need?
Don’t get me wrong, it’s not that there wasn’t some
great things to look at or buy. Believe me, there was
plenty. Just about every major manufacturer of rods,
reels, lines, waders, etc., was represented. There were
also plenty of destination vacations I would have loved
to book too.

Future Guest Speakers and Happenings
February 18 - Chris Visco
Salmon Without Rivers
March 7 - LITU Annual Dinner Dance
March 18 - Speaker TBA
April 15 - Bryan Moore, TU National
The State of TU

But then again, put me in any environment that has fly
rods, reels, or pretty much anything to do with fishing,
and I’m a happy camper.
Oh well, maybe next year!
However, it was a very good show overall. There were
plenty of good seminars to see, and a whole lot of old
friends to visit with too. A good, but long day all in all.
It was also a good show to work out some great deals
on prizes for the Dinner Dance. Although we do
indeed purchase some prizes, it is not because we
WANT to. It is because we HAVE to.
But, with YOUR help and donations, the more prizes
we get from you, the less we have to buy. That means
more money in LITU’s pocket. And of course, that is
why we have the Dinner Dance every year - To raise
funds to keep the chapter running and to continue the
work that we do.
So once again, I ask that if you can either donate a
prize or maybe go out and solicit one for us, we would
be grateful.
A big shout out and congratulations to our very own
Tom McCoy. As you all know, Tom is a regular
contributor to Paumonok. His book, “How To Fly Fish
For Trout” is now in publication and for sale. It is
available for purchase through Amazon and I’m sure
Tom will have some for sale at a future chapter meeting too. Best of luck with the venture Tom!
Jay Mooney
Editor –In-Chief
LITU Editor@aol.com

For all of the anglers and gear heads always looking
for new shops and new gear, there’s a brand new fly
shop in town!
The name of the shop is River Bay Outfitters. They
are located at 445 Merrick Road in the town of
Oceanside. Just minutes from the Meadowbrook
Parkway and other easy access points.
River Bay is a shop that specializes in the sport of fly
fishing and everything that goes along with it. From
rods and reels to just about everything fly tying under
the sun, it will all be available.
As well as all the new gear, information and
education for anglers of all levels will be available as
well.
The proud owner and one of our own, Paul McCain,
has been active in fly fishing for over 30 years. Paul
welcomes you to stop in to learn how to tie a new fly,
get details on local waters, and learn some tips and
techniques.
More than just a fly shop, River Bay Outfitters will
be a place to talk about fresh and salt water fishing.
For store hours, please call (516) 415-7748.
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Email the editor to be included in future
listings at:
LITU Editor@aol.com
FOR SALE:
Simms L2 wading boots size 5. Felt Bottoms. Brand
new, never used. Paid $130.00. Asking $75.00.
Simms L2 wading boots. Size 6. Felt Bottoms. Used
once. As new condition. Paid $130.00 Asking $75.00.
Simms Gore Tex Youth Waders. Size Medium. Used
gently once for 2 hours. As new condition.
Paid $200.00. Asking $140.00.
Leonard Bamboo Fly Rod. Model 48. 7’, 3 piece with
2 tips. Excellent to pristine original condition.
Original bag and tube. For the collector or discerning
angler.
$2200.00.
Northwoods Bamboo Fly Rod. Brand new. 7’ 2 piece
with 2 tips. Bag and tube. Great first time bamboo.
$575.00
If interested contact Jay Mooney at
AdirondackJ@aol.com .

C S I C AG A I N C H A RT E R S
LIGHT TACK LE AND FLY FISHING O N THE NORTH SHO RE , MONTAUK AND O RIENT

Custom Scout 235
Huntington, CSH and Northport
Full day Half Day or 2 hour ‘quickies’
Montauk and Orient Full Day

Phone: (516)383-0508
E-mail: Csicagain@hotmail.com

Captain Robin Calitri
LongIslandFlyFishing.com

Striped Bass, Bluefish, Bonito, False Albacore and Bluefin Tuna
d

Equipment , instruction, drinks, snacks and fun include

LONG ISLAND’S FLYFISHING SHOP
SALT & FRESHWATER
All Major Brands
Able Reels - Bauer - Scott Flyrods
Tibor/Pate - G. Loomis - Sage
St. Croix - S. A. Mastery - Lamson - Rio
Simms - Airflo—Whiting

FOR SALE: “The Fly Factory” fly tying board by
Oasis, new $119, asking $99.
14’ Heritage Marquesa Kayak with captain seat,
paddle with leash, 2 recessed rod holders, 1 ramball
mount with rod holder asking $800.
Contact: Pete at Yuskevich53@msn.com

FOR SALE: Fly Rod - Echo “Shadow” PE
10’, 3 WT Czech Nymphing Model
Asking $135.00
If interested contact John Fischer at 516-425-4198.

“We can outfit you for trips from Montauk to
Mongolia.”

The Camp-Site Sports Shop
1877 New York Ave.
Huntington Station, NY 11746.
Tel 631-271-4969

FOR SALE: 7 1/2 ‘ fiberglass fly rod by Harnell. 6/7
Wt., 2 pc. Circa 1950’s. Good condition. Original
owner. Contact Bill O’Brien.
631-261-3021
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Even though it is only February, the 2014 Dinner Dance
Committee has already been in action for a few months
now. Invitations are mailed so you should be receiving
yours soon.
The date for the Long Island Trout Unlimited 2014 Dinner
Dance is Friday March 7, 2014. The festivities will begin
at 7:00 and last until 11:00. The venue will once again be
the Milleridge Cottage in Jericho, and the cost this year
will be $80.00 per person for a great evening of food,
dancing, and fun!!
This year we will be honoring Barry Lamb as our Long
Island Conservationist of the Year. Barry is the president of
Friends of the Bay up in Oyster Bay and has been for about
five years. Besides being president of FOB, Barry has been
intimately involved in many conservation issues pertaining
to the North Shore for a number of years.
Cocktails will be served at the open bar beginning at 7:00
p.m., with Hors d’oeuveres being served waiter style.
Dinner, dancing and silent auction will begin at 8:00. Bar
will remain open until 10:00 p.m. Just ask anyone who was
there last year just how good and plentiful the food was!
If you missed last years event, be sure not to miss this one
as it promises to be even better and more action packed.
However, to make this years Dinner Dance even more
successful, we still really need your help. We’re still
looking for donations for prizes and/or auction items. Once
again, this is our major fundraiser of the year and the
proceeds are needed to keep our chapter running and our
work progressing.
If you are interested in supporting our great cause and
enjoying outstanding food, drinks, and awesome friends
and prizes, come down and join us. If you would like to
attend, please see any board or committee member – we
would love to see you there!
This is a great opportunity for you to come out and
win some awesome prizes, and have a great time with some
old friends while making new ones!. Don’t forget to buy a
balloon from the balloon game. While your at it, enter into
the 50 / 50 - which had a whopping$1400.00 in it last year!
And, of course, one of our highlights, the dart game will
once again be back this year.
If you have any questions, concerns, or would just like to
help out, please contact any of the committee members
listed below.
Committee members:
Jay Mooney, Pete Harris, Joe Odierna, Tom Lo Proto, Mike
Russell, Ron Krisch, John Fischer and Ed Ciano.

The Long Island Fly Rodders
meet the first Tuesday of each month at
Levittown VFW Hall at 8:00 PM.
55 Hickory Lane
Levittown, NY
www.liflyrodders.org
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At our January meeting we felt the generous support from
our members when we collected another round of donations
for the Flat Screen HD TV direct appeal. To all those who
donated, and some donated twice, a hearty THANK YOU!
It is this kind of support that makes our chapter a leader in
Cold Water Conservation.
th

Our February 18 , meeting will be the last opportunity you
will have to make a personal donation for our upcoming
Dinner/Dance Fundraiser on March 7, 2014, which will be
held at the Cottage at the Millerage Inn. I hope everyone
has received an invitation by the time you have read this
and that you have made plans to attend. It will be a fun
evening and a way to meet old and make new friends, while
helping Trout Unlimited raise some money for our
conservation efforts.
If you can’t attend our February meeting then you can mail
a check to:
Long Island Chapter of Trout Unlimited
C/O Dubno
47 Greystone Rd.
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
Your gift doesn’t have to be a huge contribution, just what
you think is right. I hope to see all of you at our Dinner/
Dance on March 7.
Thank you,

Our good friends up at Camp Site Sport Shop in Huntington, will once again be holding their annual “Cabin Fever”
series of informational seminars. There have been a few
changes in the scheduling so please read on for the
appropriate information.
The first confirmed speaker will be one of their former
employees, Captain Jason Dapra. Jason, who owns Blitz
Bound Guide Service, will be giving his presentation and
talking about fishing for trophy stripers.
The next speaker in the series will be Bill Wetzel, Surf
Guide and Fisherman; Targeting Trophies from the Surf.
This presentation will include all you need to know about
hunting stripers on the North Shore and in Montauk.
Bill Wetzel is a NYS licensed guide, and host of
SurfRatsBall.com. He has over 35 years experience, more
than 15 of those guiding the suds.
You may find Bill hunting stripers in the back bays of
Long Islands North shore, or the sandy beaches of the
south shore, but his true passion is prowling the rocks of
Montauk hunting for big fish. Bill has been on the lecture
circuit for many years, and has written articles for various
fishing publications. He is often referred to as the "hardest
working guide" in the business.
Bill just doesn't talk about surf fishing he does it for a
living.
The opening date is January 11th at 10 O’Clock. Stop in
and ask for Carmine.

Peter Dubno

L.I.T.U. Monthly Meetings
Held On the 3rd
Tuesday of every month
At 7:30 PM
Hicksville VFW Hall
320 So. Broadway, Hicksville, NY
www.LongIslandTU.org
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Best Flies for Winter Fishing
Nymphs:
English Pheasant Tail Nymph - sizes 18 and 20.
This version is far more effective than the bulkier
American version for imitating the slim BlueWinged-Olive mayflies and small brown stoneflies
common in winter.
Disco Midge - sizes 20 and 22. These flies imitates
tiny midge pupae that hatch all winter long,
particularly on Long Island and Westchester rivers.
You can fish this one in the surface film for risers,
but it’s usually more effective deep, with a split shot
on the leader (as are all of the nymphs listed here)
Flashback Scud - size 16. In spring creeks and
tailwaters that hold tiny freshwater crustaceans called
scuds, this fly is essential.
Micro Stone - size 14.Small stoneflies often hatch
during the winter, so the nymphs are active in cold
waters.
Vernille San Juan Worm – sizes 12 and 14. This fly
in both red, tan and brown imitates aquatic worms
that get washed from the streambed when water rises
slightly during dam releases on tailwaters.
Dries:
ICSI (I Can See It) Midge - Gray, size 22. A
floating midge pupa pattern you can spot on the water
because of its orange parachute post.
Griffith’s Gnat - Size 20. Great when adult midges
skitter across the surface, especially when they form
clumps.
Cannon’s Bunny Dun - Sizes 18 and 20. A favorite
imitation out of many for winter Blue-Winged-Olive
hatches.
Streamers:
Bead Head Flash Zonker - White, size 8.This fly
has become one of the favorite streamers of the fly
fishermen. It’s particularly effective in tailwaters,
where light-colored shad and alewives get washed
through turbines.
Moto’s Minnow - Dark. Size 10. This small dark fly
wiggles in even the slightest breath of current,
important when you are fishing nearly dead-drift in
winter.
Thanks Joe Pepe
Send your tips to KensTUTips@verizon.net

DEC Proposes Regulatory Changes to
Prevent the Introduction of Aquatic Invasive
Species at Boat Launches
The New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC) is proposing new regulations to
prevent the introduction and spread of aquatic invasive
species (AIS) at DEC boat launches, DEC Commissioner
Joe Martens announced. The proposed regulatory
changes require boaters to remove all visible plants and
animals from boats, trailers and associated equipment
and to drain boats before launching at or leaving a DEC
boat launch and waterway access.
"These proposed regulatory changes are the latest in a
series of actions DEC has taken over the past few years
to combat the spread of harmful invasive species,
including the emerald ash borer," Commissioner Martens
said. "Cooperation and assistance from the public is
essential in order for these efforts to succeed. Boats,
trailers and the equipment can spread aquatic invasive
species from water body to water body and significantly
harm recreational and commercial use of a water body
while having a detrimental effect on native fish, wildlife
and plants. This regulation is an important component of
DEC's efforts to help ensure AIS-free waters remain free
and additional AIS are not introduced to other waters."
Boaters are advised to carefully check their boats, trailers
and equipment for any plant or animal material that may
be clinging to it and remove it if found. Nuisance
Invasive Species Disposal Stations are provided at many
DEC boat launches for this purpose. The boat should
also be completely drained, including live wells, bait
wells and bilge tanks, and dried before it is used in
another water body.
DEC will accept public comments on the proposal
through February 24, 2014. The full text of the proposed
regulation can be found on DEC's website
atwww.dec.ny.gov/regulations/propregulations.html.
Comments on the proposed regulations can be sent via
e-mail tofishregs@gw.dec.state.ny.us, or mailed to
Edward Woltmann, New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation, Bureau of Fisheries, 625
Broadway, Albany, NY 12233-4753. Hard copies of the
full text may also be requested from Mr. Woltmann at
the above address.

www.LongIslandTU.org
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TU supports EPA plan to
reduce carbon pollution
Trout Unlimited praised the Environmental Protection
Agency’s new plans to set performance standards intended
to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from new power
plants.
TU has long advocated for building resilience in our
nation’s trout and salmon watersheds to prepare them for
the ongoing impacts of climate change. Without
reasonable efforts to reduce climate change-causing
emissions, increased warming - and the damage to fish
habitat resulting from it - could outpace the resiliency of
trout and salmon and reduce angling opportunities for
coming generations.
Trout and salmon are on the front lines of the climate
change impacts to the our waterways. Increased wildfire
risk, decreased snowpack, droughts in some places, and
intense floods in others, will radically change trout and
salmon habitat in the years to come. By mid-century, the
reality for trout could be bleak - as much as 50 percent of
suitable habitat for trout in the West could be lost, and a
dramatic reduction of brook trout habitat in the East,
including complete elimination from iconic watersheds
such as Shenandoah National Park, could take place.
The proposed rule will require new power generation technology to reduce long-term carbon emissions. Reducing
emissions from new power plants is an important way to
help avert the worst of the warming and maintain healthy
trout and salmon populations for future anglers to pursue.
“Trout Unlimited has worked for more than 50 years to
conserve, protect and restore waterways so the next
generation of anglers can fish for trout and salmon in their
home waters,” said Jack Williams, senior scientist at Trout
Unlimited. “Each year, TU members dedicate more than
600,000 volunteer hours to achieve this vision. We support
scientifically-driven limits on carbon pollution so that our
decades of hard work will not be undone.”
TU has a long history of supporting attempts to reduce air
pollution when dictated by science, including the strongly
bi-partisan amendments to the Clean Air Act in 1990.
These amendments aimed to reduce the pollution that
caused acid rain, and were impacting trout streams in
vulnerable areas. The program has been a great success,
reducing acid rain causing emissions to targeted levels
ahead of schedule, with only one fourth of the predicted
cost.

The Coldwater Commitment
Almost any trout fisherman can explain what it means to
be passionate about fishing. It’s the excitement that
comes when you slip into waders, take your first step into
a cold, flowing stream, and offer up your prized tie—all
with the hope of the perfect strike and the release of a
beautiful fish.
What does it mean though to be committed to
coldwater? Take the angler’s passion described above
and then add an unwavering, unmatched commitment to
protecting, conserving and restoring coldwater streams.
It is the angler who doesn’t flinch when he is asked to
brave single digit temperatures, to get into very cold
water—not to cast to challenging trout, rather to collect
water quality data, in the hopes of protecting coldwater
streams from impacts related to shale gas development.
Take for example, the Caldwell Creek Chapter of Trout
Unlimited. Located in northwest Pennsylvania, the
Caldwell Creek watershed is plagued with legacy impacts
from historical oil and gas development and today is
facing potential impacts from unconventional shale gas
development. This doesn’t intimidate the local TU
chapter.
This chapter is implementing a multi-faceted water quality monitoring effort, including sending volunteers out to
monitor 17 sites on local streams every two weeks for
impacts from shale gas development, deploying real-time
monitoring devices on three streams, and interpreting
and analyzing their own data, with the help of Dr. Bruce
Dickson of the neighboring Iron Furnace Chapter.
The best part about their effort is that they are not doing
it alone. This is a prime example of TU staff, the State
Councils of TU, and nearby chapters working together to
support a local chapter’s effort because of a shared
commitment to coldwater .These anglers - TU membersnot only know what it means to be committed to
coldwater, they live that commitment every day.
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By Chad Schmuckler
We turn onto the gas company improved
access road and head into one of
Pennsylvania’s many tracts of public state
forest land. Our SUV bounces and clatters
along through dense stands of mixed
deciduous and evergreen forest, gravel from
the road kicking up into the truck’s
undercarriage. Thanks to the condition of the
road, which is without question the most
well-maintained state forest access road I’ve
ever ventured along, we’re able to carry on at
a brisk pace. Nevertheless, we continue on
into the forest for 10 or 15 minutes before we
reach our destination, an Anadarko natural
gas well pad in Pennsylvania’s Pine Creek
Valley. From those of us who haven’t
previously seen first hand the real-world
impacts of gas drilling in the Marcellus Shale
region of Pennsylvania, there’s a collective,
palpable sense of awe, though for altogether
unexpected reasons.

A stretch of slow water on Pine Creek downstream from its confluence with Slate Run.
Several hundred yards away, a water withdrawal pipe is authorized to siphon up to
900,000 gallons of water per day at that site alone.

As an angler and a conservationist, environmentalist or any other label I might choose to identify myself as someone
who puts a great deal of value on preserving and protecting wild and natural places, especially wild and natural
waters, there are a myriad of reasons to be concerned about the potential impacts of hydraulic fracturing (aka
“fracking”) on these places. The typical reflex is to contemplate the sensational: overturned trucks carrying fracking
wastewater, mountain creeks drawn dry by unregulated industry water withdrawal, pristine streams choked by out-ofcontrol sediment resulting from erosion of disturbed forest parcels and so on. And, while all of these threats are real,
and have occurred in Pennsylvania to some extent or another, what I encounter when we arrive is in stark contrast to
these horror stories.

A typical well pad. Much of the pad extends beyond the right edge of the frame.
This pad has 6 active wells currently producing gas, with room for many more.

Instead, as the forest cover breaks and we
come upon the first of many sites we’ll visit
that day, I am greeted by what is -- at least as
far as appearances go -- the first in a series of
immaculately maintained facilities. Signage,
identifying the responsible company,
potential dangers and other details, is
extensive and easy to understand. Pipelines,
as they emerge from underground, are rust
free and cleanly painted. Well pads are
seemingly perfectly flat and level, with nary
a stray rock where their edges meet the neatly
groomed grass that buffers the pad from the
forest stands that surround them. Even the site
we visit where drilling is actively underway,
which is in considerably more disarray, is
better than expected. It is, for lack of a better
term, a pleasant surprise.
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(Continued from page 9)
Yet, despite my initial sense of relief, any developing notion of “hey, this ain’t so bad” is almost immediately
replaced by “good lord, this shit is huge.” And I’m not alone. Several others who hadn’t previously seen a fracking
well pad are also taken aback. Once we’ve moved on and seen first-hand not only well pads, but a compressor station,
fluid storage tanks and several water impoundment ponds (both fresh and produced water), the reality sets in that the
scale of what is going on in the woods of Pennsylvania is hard to imagine until you’ve witnessed it with your own
eyes and is probably widely unknown to most people who would likely care about it.
This is, again, deep in the woods of Pennsylvania. Pine Creek Valley is one of the most remote areas of the state,
known for its large areas of relatively undisturbed wilderness.
Pristine mountain streams with healthy wild trout populations -- such as Slate Run and Cedar Run -- course through
the valley and wind their way into Pine Creek, which itself is known as one of the state’s premier trout fisheries and
recreational waterways. Hunters frequent the valley’s state forest and state game lands in search of deer, turkey and
other game. Birders travel long distances to spy the numerous bald eagles which call these woods home. Less than 40
miles away, the largest herd of elk (yes, elk) east of the Mississippi roams freely. Over four hours from Philadelphia
and equally as far from Pittsburgh, this is not the suburbs. This is the middle of nowhere.
The average well pad, which may contain up to a dozen well heads, is 4 square acres. That is roughly the size of a
Wal-Mart parking lot. The footprint of the sites we visit with fluid storage tanks dwarf the well pads, and the
compressor station feels nothing short of a small town of humming and grinding equipment.
The first water impoundment pond (“pond” being a misnomer which should more aptly be replaced with “lake”) we
encounter is so large that I can’t fit it into a single frame using the widest angle lens in my camera bag, and is filled
with fracking wastewater, the fences containing it adorned with “no smoking” signs due to the contents of the pond.
And all of this, again, is in the middle of the woods.
Of course it no longer feels like it. Any sense of being in the wilderness has been removed by the clamoring of
equipment and hum of electricity. The forest canopy that would otherwise serve to prevent our own knowledge of
being on a ridge top is gone, pushed far back by the clear cutting that preceded development of these sites. Despite the
clean and well-maintained nature of all
the sites we visit, these areas are -unquestionably -- developed.
In two days time we make our way to a
handful of well pads and their
accompanying infrastructure (the
aforementioned compressor station and
fluid storage tanks, an unknown number
of criss-crossing pipelines and two water
impoundment ponds). The breadth of all
of it remains hard to believe. When I try
to take in that the handful of wells I
visited are just miniscule fraction of the
The main cluster of equipment at a pipeline compressor station. Equipment stretches out more than 7,000 wells that have been
for hundreds of yards in either direction.
drilled in Pennsylvania and the associated
infrastructure that accompanies them, the scale becomes almost incomprehensible. Add in the fact that it has been
estimated that up to 50,000 wells could be drilling in the Marcellus Shale formation in Pennsylvania by the time it is
built out, and I no longer know what we’re talking about.
(continued next page)
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(Continued from page 10)
Weeks later what sticks with me is my ignorance. Not only about the scale of shale drilling, but including my
perceptions of what the typical drilling site would reveal about itself when seen first hand. The people of Pine Creek
Valley, several of which described undisturbed forest land and clean rivers as “a matter of local pride”, lack my prior
ignorance as they see the impacts of gas development on an ongoing basis.
Yet, despite their reverence for natural places and even with the boom of gas development in Pine Creek Valley now
years behind them -- once always-full hotels and motels are lush with vacancies, previously hard-to-find tables at the
few restaurants that serve breakfast are readily available, and the local roadways that were formerly overwhelmed
with countless semi-trucks hauling loads water, gravel and other materials (approximately 1200 truckloads of material
are required for every well pad) have quieted down -- opinions on gas drilling are mixed
During a conversation about the waters of Slate Run and Pine Creek with Slate Run Tackle owner Tom Finkbeiner,
when asked to identify the biggest impact he’s seen from gas development, Tom responded “young people with more
money to spend on expensive rods and gear, because now they’ve got good jobs.” And although he was careful to
point out that he feels gas development “can’t happen everywhere” and must be monitored and undertaken with great
care, the impact of his answer -- even if it was partially tongue-in-cheek -- can’t be dismissed when you consider that
this is a man whose livelihood is entirely dependent on the health of the local streams and rivers.
The fact is that development in Pennsylvania’s Marcellus Shale region, as well as the Marcellus Shale region of other
states such as New York, is a considerably complex issue. In areas which historically lack economic development,
sources of wealth, jobs and tax revenue are often welcomed with open arms. Haste to welcome these developments
can often lead to serious and long-reaching consequences. Still, the hope for these regions is that there is a way to do
things right, a way to have it all. If there is, they key to getting there will be pragmatism. And pragmatism doesn’t
come without knowledge. And patience.
Unfortunately, the reality for Pennsylvania is that much of the development of the gas industry that’s occurred thus
far has done so without either of these things. And, while there’s a definite sense that things are getting better and that
some of the gas companies are trying harder to do the right thing, there’s also the feeling that these companies aren’t
likely to do anything they’re not mandated or pressured to do. The truth is that the companies that have and continue
to drill in Pennsylvania’s Marcellus Shale region have done a lot of learning on the job. Learning, as it often is done,
from mistakes. Some of them big ones.
As someone who thinks of myself as -- or at least wants to think of myself as -- a steward of wild places, I realize I
haven’t been doing my job. Despite my efforts to stay informed about development in my state’s Marcellus Shale
region, I haven’t been doing enough. If I had been, perhaps I wouldn’t have been so uninformed about some of the
realities of shale gas drilling. I would have had more knowledge.
As anglers, we are part of a very large, motivated and powerful demographic. And, as a result of the fact that what we
love is dependent on the preservation and protection of wild places and clean, natural waters, we have an obligation -at the very least to ourselves -- to watch over them. As such, we must understand the threats these places face by
learning about them, by being voracious about the information readily available to us, by seeking out what isn’t and
by sharing it with other anglers.
Those of us who fish have what is a potentially loud voice that has, thus far, remained startlingly quiet regarding what
role the natural gas industry should play in the future of the wild and natural places we hold dear. It is high time we
educate ourselves about what is facing us, formulate a cohesive opinion of how we feel this moving force should
co-exist with our rivers and streams -- and the lands that feed them -- and speak up. The potential price of remaining
ignorant, silent or both is simply too high.
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The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) will be accepting online applications
for its 67th Annual Summer Camp Program starting January 22, DEC Commissioner Joe Martens announced.
The 2014 camp season begins June 29.
"For more than six decades, DEC's environmental education summer camps have nurtured New York's youth to
become stewards of our state's natural resources," said Commissioner Martens. "Campers explore the outdoors
under the guidance of caring camp staff, learning about the natural world and their place in it. We're looking
forward to another great summer of welcoming youth to our facilities and sharing a love and respect for the
outdoors."
Youth 11 through 17-years old enjoy week-long adventures in conservation education at DEC's residential
summer camps. They participate in a wide variety of outdoor activities such as fishing, bird watching, fly-tying,
archery, canoeing, hiking, camping, orienteering and optional hunter safety education. Campers also learn about
fields, forests, streams and ponds through fun, hands-on activities and outdoor exploration. DEC counselors
teach youth conservation techniques used by natural resource professionals, such as measuring trees and
estimating wildlife populations.
Parents may register campers through DEC's online registration system and pay by credit card, e-check or with a
sponsor code. Fees for the 2014 camp season remain $350 per one-week session per camper. Summer Camp
dates and a link to the online registration system are also posted on DEC's website. Families without internet
access should call the camp office at 518-402-8014 for information on how to register for camp alternatively.
For the first time at DEC's summer camp program since the 1980s, youth 11 through 13-years old can take a
trapper education course taught by DEC certified instructors at two of the four camps. Interested campers can
register for Week 5 (July 27 to August 2) at Camp Colby and Week 7 (August 10-16) at Camp Rushford. The
course is necessary to purchase a trapping license, should youth want to trap during trapping season. The
trapping course at each camp will accommodate the first 25 campers who sign up for it. Visit DEC's website for
more information on trapping licenses in New York State.
All four environmental education camps serve children ages 11 through 13-years old: Camp Colby in Saranac
Lake, Franklin County; Camp DeBruce in Livingston Manor, Sullivan County; Camp Rushford in Caneadea,
Allegany County and Pack Forest in Warrensburg, Warren County. Pack Forest and Camp Rushford also host
week-long Teen Ecology Workshops, which are more in-depth environmental studies programs for ages 14
through 17-years old. This year, Pack Forest will host six Teen Ecology Workshops and Camp Rushford will
host two.
All camps will operate for seven one-week sessions (Sunday to Saturday), beginning June 29. Campers may
attend camp for more than one week during the summer, but will not be able to stay at camp on the Saturday
night between sessions. Parents must make alternate arrangements for the intersession if two or more
consecutive weeks are selected.
Long Island Trout Unlimited sponsors two campers each year. So, if you or someone you know may be
interested in attending, please contact an LITU Board member or Bob Lutz directly.
For more information please visit DEC's website, call 518-402-8014, visit "NYS DEC Summer Camps" on
Facebook or write to DEC Camps, 4th Floor, 625 Broadway, Albany, New York 12233-4500.
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Trout Season is coming and this is all you need to get started
Our very own Tom McCoy of LITU has announced the publication of his new book, How To Fly Fish For
Trout, for those interested in trying the sport. “Many of the existing books for beginners offer too much
information.” said Tom “This is all you need to get started.” It is written as a neighbor trying to help a friend to
get started in a few short lessons while entertaining the reader with perspective and philosophy. There are 8 short
stories that bring to life his experiences and methods. The book is 158 pages (8.5x11) and includes photos that
will make you want to get on a stream as soon as possible. It also has a buyer’s guide for the beginner with a
sample fly selection and equipment list – everything you need to get going.
“I wrote the book to help the new guy and gal, but also as a hopefully enjoyable read for anyone interested in
fishing, the outdoors and conservation. It is presented in a peer to peer format and hopes to entertain as well as
coach.” said Tom

Women fish too.
For years Tom donated copies of the early version of the book to new TU members as well as women recovering
from breast cancer who participated in Casting For Recovery workshops. “Women are the fastest growing segment of new fisherpersons” said Tom “and the sport is a natural for them.”
The book is available at River-Bay Outfitters in Oceanside, Campsite in Huntington, Cow Harbor B&T in
Northport and Terminal Tackle in Kings Park as well as on both Amazon.com and Kindle.com. Pick up a copy
and Tom will be glad to sign it for you at the February Meeting.
A direct link to the listing is: http://www.amazon.com/dp/1494404230

Only $10/
Box
You Can Win:
•Orvis Hydros Fly Line
•Orvis Sling Pack
•Orvis BBS Fly Reel
•Orvis Access Fly Rod

HURRY
before they’re all gone!
Sponsored By
Orvis of Westbury
516-484-1860

Stop over and buy a box to the
“Super Squares” game at our February meeting.
For only $10.00 per box, you get a great chance of
winning one of the GREAT prizes listed.
Please, step up and help support YOUR chapter
and take a chance to win one or more of these
great prizes!

Take A
Chanc
e!
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Ice Fishing can be a very fun outdoor activity, especially when done safely. Simple things can be done to
have a fun, safe outing. For example, if there is snow on the ice, look for fresh footprints from others. This
is an easy indicator that the ice is usually safe for walking.

Some cold facts about ice:
New ice is usually stronger then old ice. Four inches of clear, newly formed ice may support one person
on foot, while a foot or more of old, partially thawed ice may not.
Ice seldom freezes uniformly. It may be a foot thick in one location, but only an inch or two just a few feet
away.
Ice formed over flowing water and currents is often dangerous. This is especially true near streams,
bridges, and culverts. Also, the ice in the outside of river bends is usually weaker due to the undermining
effects of the faster current.
The insulating effect of snow slows down the freezing process. The extra weight also reduces how much
weight the ice sheet can support. The ice near the shore can also be weaker then the ice that is further out.
“Booming” and cracking ice isn’t necessarily dangerous. It only means the the ice is expanding and
contracting as the temperature changes.
Schools of fish or flocks of waterfowl can also adversely affect the relative safety of ice. The movement
of fish can bring warm water up from the bottom of the lake. In the past, this has opened holes in the ice
causing snowmobiles and cars to break through.

General Guidelines For New, Clear Ice Only
2” or less, STAY OFF !
4” Ice fishing or other activities on foot.
5” Snowmobile or ATV.
8” - 12” Car or small pick up.
12” - 15 ‘ Medium pick up truck.
Note: These guidelines are for new, solid,
clear ice only. Many factors other than
thickness can cause ice to be unsafe.
White ice or "snow ice" is only about half as strong as new clear ice. Double the above thickness guidelines
when traveling on white ice.
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This page provides information on sporting license changes taking effect on February 1, 2014. Changes
include reduced fees, reduced number of licenses, changes to valid license dates and more. If you have
questions, please contact New York State D.E.C at fwinfo@gw.dec.state.ny.us

Fishing License
Comparison of Current Fishing License Information and Changes Starting February 1

Annual License
Current
Purchases Through January 31
Valid October 1 – September 30
$29.00 (Resident)

Change
Purchases Beginning February 1
Valid one full year (365 days) from
date of purchase
$25 (resident, ages 16-69*)

$70.00 (Non-resident)

$50 (nonresident)

7 Day License
Current
Purchases Through January 31
$15.00 (Resident)

Change
Purchases Beginning February 1
$13 (resident, ages 16-69*)

$35.00 (Non-resident)

$31 (nonresident)

Marine Registry
Current
Purchases Through January 31
Valid January 1 - December 31
No Fee (resident and Non-resident)

Change
Purchases Beginning February 1
Valid one full year (365 days) from
date of registration
Remains as no fee
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Make Yours a NYS Adventure License
The Department of Motor Vehicles has teamed with DEC and NYS Parks to offer a new, convenient service for
purchasers of DEC-issued Lifetime Sporting Licenses and Parks-issued Lifetime Empire Passport and Boater Safety
Certificates. Your NYS DMV-issued photo document can now show evidence that you possess a new NYS
Adventure License.

How do I take advantage of this easy new service?
New lifetime sporting license purchasers can opt to have icons added to their NYS Driver license when you purchase
your lifetime sporting license. You may choose to get your new DMV ID immediately, for a fee of $12.50, or wait for
your next license renewal at no charge
If you already have a lifetime sporting license, you may login into the Online Sporting License Sales System, as of
Feb 1, and request a new driver license or non-driver ID with your lifetime sporting credentials.
Why not extend your NYS Adventure.- consider buying a Lifetime Empire State Passport that lets you visit more than
170 beautiful NYS parks for the rest of your life. See the NYS Parks website for more details about this and boating
safety certificates

Available Lifetime Sporting Licenses
The following licenses are available to New York State residents only.

License Name

Resident Fee

Privileges

Sportsman

(Age 12-69) $765

Small and Big Game

(All ages) $535

Bow hunting

(All ages) $235

Combined privileges of small game,
big game, and fishing (freshwater)
licenses and a turkey permit. This
DOES NOT include hunting big game
(i.e., deer or bear) with a bow or muzzleloader during the bow or
muzzle loading seasons
Hunt smal game species with gun or
bow during appropriate seasons;
Hunt big game (deer and bear) with a
firearm (gun or muzzleloader) or bow
during the regular firearms season
or hunt with shotgun or muzzleloader
during special January deer season on
Long Island
Hunt deer and bear with bow only
during bow hunting season

Trapping

(All ages) $395

Set traps for species during their appropriate season

Muzzle loading

(All ages) $235

Fishing (Freshwater)

(Age 0-69) $460

Hunt deer and bear with a muzzle
loading firearm during muzzle loading
season
Catch freshwater fish species during
appropriate seasons
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